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APPLICATION NOTE
ONLine Access

A056Setting up time zones 
and holidays in online 

EWS system

TIME ZONES

Time Zones in EWSi Online systems are created at controller’s level. Then after, the same time zones can be copied to other 
controllers. There are in total 24 Time Zones(time slots) per controller. Ones the time zones are created in the controller, they will 
automatically appear in the Doors, Readers Inputs and Outputs of that controller. The same time zones will appear in the Access Levels.

Right click on the controller/Properties/Time zones tab. Create max. 24 time zones by defining the time slot (from/to) and the 
weekdays in which that time zone will be applicable, including holidays. In the example, 3 time zones are created: Morning, Evening 
and Weekends. Observe that the same time zones will appear in each item under that controller.

To transfer the same time zone to other controllers, right click on 
the controller and select “Copy settings to other  controllers”. Se-
lect to which controllers to be copied, then  select both time zones 
and holidays if necessary.
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Go to Door/right click/Properties/Time zones tab.
The same zones will appear ther. Here you can use them to define a period when the door will stay unlocked, or when the Push 
Button to work or when the door will be enabled.

Go to Reader/right click/Properties/Free Access Time Zones tab.

Find the same time zones in the Inputs and the Outputs. You can set the Output to be automatically activated in some time zones.
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All product specifications are subject to change without notice.

Go to Access Levels.
The same zones will appear here. Select the time zones by ticking the checkbox in front of the time zone. The time zones to be 
visible, make sure the option “Enable access by time zone” is activated in Reader/Properties.

HOLIDAYS
There are two types of holidays: holidays per day and holiday range.

Holiday ranges can be only used for access control i.e they are only applicable in access levels.
This would mean that you can create cards that have access during normal period, but not on holidays and holiday ranges. But, you 
can not make an output to be activated during holiday ranges.


